TV Shows, Made for TV Movies, Mini-Series and Internet/Streaming Programs
With Paramount Ranch as a Filming Location

1950's
The Cisco Kid – “Witness”, “School Marm” (17 episodes total, all Season 6)
The Rough Riders – “The Reluctant Hostage”
Hotel de Paree* (As Georgetown, CO - portions of all episodes)
Gunsmoke – “Box O’ Rocks” (No town)

1960's
Tombstone Territory – “The Injury”
Klondike* (As Skagway, Alaska - Episodes 2-17)
Bat Masterson – “The Prescott Campaign”, “Meeting at Mimbres”, “The Marble Slab”
The Fugitive – “Home is the Hunted” (Racetrack)
Perry Mason – “The Case of the Runaway Racer” (Racetrack)
Mannix – “Huntdown” (No town)

1970's
Call O’ the Faire (Renaissance Faire Promo Special)
Ark II – “The Cryogenic Man” (Town), “Robin Hood”, “Don Quixote (Renaissance Faire site, both)
Helter Skelter (TV Mini-Series)
The Starland Vocal Band Show – Episodes 1 & 4 (Renaissance Faire featured)
The Next Step Beyond – “Ghost Town”
Happy Days – “Westward Ho!” Parts 2 & 3
Better Late Than Never (TV Movie)
CHIPS – “Death Watch”, “Moonlight”, “Satan’s Angels”

1980's
BJ & the Bear – “Fire in the Hole”
Charlie's Angels – “An Angel's Trail”
The Dukes of Hazzard – “The Late J.D. Hogg” (Racetrack)
Best of the West* (As Copper Creek, Montana)
The Fall Guy – “Colt’s Angels”, “The Silent Partner” (5 episodes total)
The Quest – “He Stole-A My Art” (No town)
CHIPS – “The Spaceman Made Me Do It” (No town)
Falling for the Stars (Disney Channel TV Special)
Johnny Cash: Cowboy Heroes (TV Special)
Bizarre (Several Super Dave Osborne skits)
No Man’s Land (TV Movie)
The Fourth Wise Man (TV Movie – Jerusalem, Bethlehem & Egypt streets)

1990's
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman* (Series home 1992-1998, as Colorado Springs, CO)
California (Unaired Dr. Quinn Spinoff Pilot)
The Nanny – “The Unkindest Gift”
Rebecca’s Garden
Entertainment Tonight
Extra
Access Hollywood
CNN Showbiz Tonight
100 Years of the Hollywood Western (TV Special)
CBS: The First 50 Years (TV Special)
Hollywood's Amazing Animal Actors (TV Special)
Salute to Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (TV Special)
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman: Revolutions (TV Movie)
If Someone Had Known (TV Movie)
Lifestyle Magazine Thanksgiving Special (TV Special)
The Real West (Multiple episodes)
The Civil War Journal (Multiple episodes)
Unsolved Mysteries (Multiple episodes)
The Great Empire - Rome
Sliders - “Way Out West” (No town)
Tots TV - “The Tots Western Adventure” (British Children’s Series)
E! Mysteries & Scandals (Several stories)
Cousin Skeeter – “The Hoo, I’m Wild Wild West”, Parts 1 & 2
History’s Mysteries – “Discharged Without Honor: The Brownsville Raid”
Grand Slam
Camp Cucamonga (TV Movie)
The Sixties (TV Mini-Series)
Everything You Wanted to Know... (TV Pilot)

2000-2009
Diagnosis Murder – “Frontier Dad”
Diagnosis Murder: The Town Without Pity (TV Movie)
Sabrina, the Teenaged Witch – “The Wild, Wild Witch”
Modern Marvels: Then and Now – “Gunslingers”
Dream Drives – “Mulholland Drive”
Hopalong Cassidy: Public Hero #1 (TV Special)
Escape: True Stories of Suspense (TV Special)
A Woman’s a Helluva Thing (TV Movie)
The X Files – “Existence”, Part 2
VIP – “The Uncle from V.A.L.”
Masada
Vendettas – “Sutton vs. Taylor”, “The Johnson County War”
Yes, Dear – “Dances with Couch”
Before We Ruled the Earth: Hunt Ultimate Revenge “Western Mayhem”
Operation Junkyard – “Master Water Blaster”
Lizzie McGuire – “Grubby Longjohn’s Olde Tyme Revue”
Firefly – “Safe”
Carnivale* (HBO) (Multiple episodes, as Mintern, CA)
John Ratzenberger’s Made in America (Story intro’s - Season 1 episodes)
Love Comes Softly (TV Movie)
The Trail to Hope Rose (TV Movie)
Love’s Enduring Promise (TV Movie)
Hidden Places (TV Movie)
Meet the Santa’s (TV Movie)
For Better or for Worse – “Hitched at High Noon”
National Parks: Great Train Rides
Unsolved History – “Shootout at the OK Corral”
TV Road Trip (1 episode)
Wild West Tech (Multiple episodes)
Movies’ Greatest Cars (British TV Special)
Jesse James: Legend, Outlaw, Terrorist
Shootout! – “Wild West”
Big Love – “Affair”
Bible Battles
Secret History of Religion
Unlocking Ancient Secrets of the Bible
The Conquerors – “Cortez: Conqueror of Mexico”
CBS News Sunday Morning – Eric Clapton interview

Love’s Unending Legacy (TV Movie)
Love’s Unfolding Dream (TV Movie)
Lilly’s Light (Pilot for Children’s Show)
Prairie Fever (TV Movie)
The Valley of Light (TV Movie)
Rock of Love with Bret Michaels – “Riff it Good”
The Bachelor
The Bachelorette – Season 5, Episode 3
The O.C. – “The Avengers” (No town)
Gettysburg: The Speech that Saved America (No town)
Tube Tales: TV’s Real Stories (Canadian TV) “Baywatch/Dr. Quinn: Medicine Woman/Murphy Brown”

2010-2019
Huell Howser California’s Golden Parks – “Paramount Ranch”
Weeds – “Gentle Puppies”
CSI: Las Vegas – “CSI Down”
Excused
The Aquabats! Supershow! – “Cowboy Android”
Smokewood (TV Pilot)
Deadliest Warrior – “Comanche vs. Mongol”
Paul Merton’s Birth of Hollywood, Episode 3 (BBC)
Custer’s Last Man: I Survived Little Big Horn
How Booze Built America – “Westward, Ho”
Quick Draw* (Hulu Series) (As Great Bend, KS, all episodes & Nicodemus, two episodes)
Hotel Secrets & Legends (Multiple episodes)
Castle – “Once Upon a Time in the West”
Next Stop Hollywood (Australian TV)
Episodes (No town) “Episode Six”
Sons of Anarchy – “Poor Little Lambs” (No town)
Funny or Die (Internet) – “Dr. Quinn, Morphine Woman”
Scorpion – “Once Bitten, Twice Die”
Kidnapped: The Hannah Anderson Story (TV Movie) (No town)
Face Off – “Full Steam Ahead”
Bones – “The Cowboy in the Contest”
Drunken History (Multiple episodes, Seasons 3 & 5)
RocketJump: The Show – (Hulu) “High Plains Drifter”
Manson’s Lost Girls (TV Movie)
Expedition Unknown – “Legendary Stories: The Real Lewis & Clark”
Aquarius (Final 4 episodes of Season 2)
Adam Ruins Everything – “Adam Ruins the Wild West”
Declassified (CNN) (2 episodes)
Westworld** (HBO series) – Multiple episodes - Seasons 1, 2 & 3
Escape the Night* (Season 3) (YouTube Series)
Badland Wives – (Demo Reel for Proposed Series)
Lost Gold (Travel Channel)
The Great Food Truck Race (2 Episodes, Season 9)
Hell’s Kitchen – “Hell’s Riders”, S18-Ep3
SMILF – “Single Mom is Losing Faith” S2-Ep9
Eye on LA (Multiple stories about the ranch)

2020-2029

Everything’s Gonna to be OK – “Banded Argiope Spider”

*The Paramount Ranch Western town set was the main featured town in these series. For Hotel de Paree, Klondike & Best of the West – exterior scenes; Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman, Carnivale, Quick Draw & Escape the Night made use of both exterior and interior spaces.

**Scenes for the town of Escalante and additional scenes in open landscape areas were filmed at Paramount Ranch for Westworld.

TV productions that used Paramount Ranch have filmed everything from just brief scenes to entire episodes to multiple episodes. Many used the town, but many only used the open landscape around the ranch. (Episodes on this list used the town, except where otherwise noted.) See the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) for more detailed episode information for all listed shows. Documentation here comes from National Park Service filming records (1981 to present), from viewing the shows and from photographs. This list is not all inclusive, as ongoing research continues to reveal unknown titles.
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